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for Space-Based Systems - 1991
P r efa c e
A NASA Langley workshop on Automation and Robotics for
Space-Based Systems was held on December 10, 1991, from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. This conference proceedings document presents the
overhead slides from each speaker at this event. The purpose of this
in-house workshop was to assess the state-of-the-art of automation
and robotics for space operations from a Langley Research Center
perspective and to identify areas of opportunity for future research.
The workshop was sponsored by the Guidance, Navigation, and
Control Technical Committee, chaired by Dr. Raymond C. Montgomery.
Nineteen talks were given, reflecting a high level of interest in
the field of automation and robotics at NASA Langley. Over half of
the presentations came from the Automation Technology Branch,
covering telerobotic control, EVA and IVA telerobotics, hand
controllers for teleoperation, sensors, neural networks, and
automated structural assembly, all applied to space telerobotic
missions. Other talks covered RMS active damping augmentation,
space crane work, modeling, simulation, and control of large, flexible
space manipulators, and virtual passive controller designs for space
robots.
The 1991 NASA Langley Workshop on Automation and
Robotics for Space-Based Systems provided a good overview of
current effort in this field at NASA Langley. The workshop served to
open or renew lines of communicatign between various researchers
working in diverse areas of automation and robotics. This document
summarizes the talks of this workshop using the presentation
overheads.
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Typical Truss Assembly Break Down
Poslllon robot lmso and turntable
i_/lllvP "lllil (o IT'lili,_lOl
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Robot arm with end-effector





(a) Schematic of Automated Structural Assembly Laboratory.
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L-90-5053
(b) Hardware in Automated Structural Assen:,bly Laboratory.
Figure 1. Automated Structural Assembly Laboratory.
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Figure 3. Truss node with joint receptacle targets.
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splitter glass with ....
camera beh nd glass =
Miniature lights with .............. =
- _ focusable reflectors ,.
Camera and light assembly.
L:91-6331
L-91-05738
Figure 5. En(i-effector mounted camera and light assembly.
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAI_
(a) Vision system view at range of _24 in.
L-91-6366
(b) Vision system view at range of _18 in.




Bt.ACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAP,-;
(c) Vision system at range of _12 in.
L-91-6368
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BLACK ANO WHITE PHOTOGF-_APH
L-91-6370
(a) Processed image after blob-size constraint applied.
L-91-6371
(b) Processed image after blob shape constraint applied.
Figure 9. Sequential discrimination of target from background.
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPt.-I
L-91-6372
(c) Processed image after exhaustive triangle generation.
L-91-6373




BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
L-91-6374
(e) Processed image after triangle slope constraint applied.
L-91-6377





BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPN
L-91-6378
(g) Processed image after target lock-on and pose estimation, Top two lines of key give position vector in
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Why?
require one interface to all end-effectors
in ASAL
- each with unique control and sensing
requirements
- common command interface
- require concurrent capability
- must reduce number of signal lines
required to operate each end-effector
- desire to relieve merlin robot of end-
effector responsibility
180





































SOFTWARE STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM
INITIALIZE serial
input



































action -, close receptacle !1
EXTENDING
action - extend insertion
I LOCKINGaction = lock nut
UNLATCHINGaction = unlatch strut
RETRACTING
action ,, retract insertion
I OPENING_RECEPTACLE I







BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR INSTALL COMPOSITE
FALSE
yes
SET_UP ]checks current state
_ success
CLOSING_RECEPTACLE




action = extend insertion
LOCKING ]action = lock nut
UNLATCHING ]action = unlatch strut
i
RETRACTING ]action = retract insertion
OPENING RECEPTACLE























no action-plac e holder
r success
OPENING_RECEPTACLE]
action = close receptacle
RETRACTING [
action = extend insertion
UNLATCHING
action = latch strut
_ "
LOCKING ]action = unlock nut
EXTENDING Iaction = retract insertion
BALANCING_FTS Ino action-place holder
CLOSING_RECEPTACLE ]
action = open receptacle









CONSISTENT INTERFACE TO THE 3 END-EFFECTORS
SUPPORT FOR CONCURRENT OPERATIONS
SUPPORT FOR PAUSE/REVERSE AT ANYTIME
SUPPORT FOR OPERATOR OVERRIDE
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Current System Upgrade Requirements
* Taught Paths ;Ind Points Are Not Viable
- Sensor/Vision Feedback
- Path Planner/Collision Avoidance
* Flat Truss Is NotA_l
Curved Truss/Generalized End Effector
* Seri01 .System with Excessive Communicotion





* Need Fiexibi!,.ity of Knowledge-Based
_lntelligence
- Expert System Executive
- Automated Path Planning




I. Complete end-to-end assembly/disassembly of
combination Truss/Panel structure
using:
- Machine vision for struts
- Expert system executive
- End effector microprocessors
II. Static manipulator arm will develop:L
- Generalized end effector sequences &
procedures for curved truss, supported by
expert system
- VX-Works based distributed architecture for
in -loop force/torque & path planning
!!I. Real-time graphics simulation to:
Develop generalized end effector paths
Study assembly sequence planning
- study operator interfaces
IV. Design end effector for curved Precision Segmented
Reflector (PSR) truss joints which are not specificially
designed for robotic operations
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